ERES Education Seminar 2021 – Delft – online – 3-4 December – Programme

Friday 09:00 – 09:15: zoom opens

09:15-0930: Introductions: welcome by ERES president, Gunther Maier, welcome by TU Delft, Hilde Remøy

Friday 09:30 – 10:45: Paper session 1a, opportunities for strengthening education post-covid

Chair: Hilde Remøy

Presenters and topics:
1. Grazyna Wiejak-Roy, Klaudia Wojtowicz: Improving alumni engagement
2. David Akinwamide: Towards a Sustainable PropTech Education: Digital Intelligence and Smart Pedagogy
4. Lamya Elsabban: Rethinking Education and Reimagining Knowledge and Learning Theme1: Opportunities for Strengthening Education Post-Covid

Coffee break

Friday 11:00 – 12:15: Paper session 1b, opportunities for strengthening education post-covid:

Chair: Malgorzata Rymarzak

Presenters and topics:
5. Peter de Jong: Take me out of the blender
6. Claudine Speltz, Lucia Verardi: Strengthening education of future real estate professionals in Europe through the Eureduc programme
8. Corrado Cerruti, Simone Ferretti, Gianluca Mattarocci: Corporate real estate investment in logistic companies: a gamification approach

Friday 12:15 – 12:45: Lunchbreak

Friday 12:45 – 13:30: Panel 1, opportunities for strengthening education post-covid

Peter de Jong (chair), Francois Viruly, David Akinwamide, Paloma Taltavull de la Paz, Gianluca Mattarocci, Janine Kiers

Coffee break
Friday 13:45 – 15:00: Paper session 2, new hybrid teaching forms

Chair: Kerem Arslanli

Presenters and topics:

9. Paloma Taltavull de La Paz: The role of new analytical methods for real estate market analysis: How to teach them?
10. Shazmin Shareena Azis: Online Teaching & Learning Quality Control and Real Estate Students’ Perception During Covid-19
12. Daphne Bedeaux – BOSS, TU Delft: What have we learned from COVID? A Student perspective

Coffee break

Friday 15:15 – 16:00: Panel 2a, new hybrid teaching forms

Bartłomiej Marona (chair) Gunther Maier, Eamonn D’Arcy, Jim DeLisle, Ellen van Bueren


Eamonn D’Arcy (chair), Phil Laney, Onur Demirci

Friday 17:15: Closing first day

Saturday 09:00 – 09:15: zoom opens

Saturday 09:15 – 10:30: Paper session 3, blended learning

Chair: Herman vande Putte

Presenters and topics:

13. Erwin Heurkens: Blending a bachelor real estate campus course by integrating online MOOC-based learning activities
14. Bob Martens: Seeking for Presence in Education: To blend or not to blend?
16. Ellen Geurts, Tessa van Tienhoven, Gian Carlo Carini: Blending Real Estate Finance: an experience from blending the Building Economics course within the MBE track at TU Delft

Saturday 10:45 – 11:45: Panel 3, blended learning

Erwin Heurkens (chair), Atefeh Aghaee, Kerem Arslanli, Bob Martens, Ellen Geurts

Saturday 11:45: Closing by TU Delft, Erwin Heurkens, ERES, Paloma Taltavull de la Paz